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Abstract The basic properties of an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
system, such as coherence and interference are presented. A 1.3µm light source
and a 1.5µm source is examined and used in OCT imaging for comparison of
penetration depth. No improvement was shown with the 1.5µm system, but is
expected theoretically. A simple inexpensive 1.5µm source was also examined for
use in OCT, and shows promising results, based on a spectral analysis. Noise
in unbalanced and balanced detection is examined theoretically. The noise and
SNR is measured experimentally for a given system, showing that the theoretical
model does not give a good estimate. A model is therefore constructed using
the experimental noise measurements, and shown to give better estimations of the
SNR than the theoretical model. Using the new model, it is shown that attenuation
of the reference power does not improve the SNR in the examined system when
using unbalanced detection, as expected when using the theoretical model. It is
also found that using a 25/75 coupler split ratio instead of 50/50 in balanced
detection, should improve the SNR. A 50Hz noise was found to be picked up after
filtering, and is shown to limit the SNR when no amplification of the measured
signal is used.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A lot of eﬀorts have been made through the last few decades to develop appli-
cations of optical technology in medicine and biology. There is a great demand
for in vivo measurement technologies, which are capable of making reproducible
measurements. One of these technologies is the Optical Coherence Tomography
technique (OCT) [1]. OCT performs high resolution imaging of the internal mi-
crostructure in highly scattering media, e.g. biological tissue. This is done by
measuring the time delay and magnitude of optical echoes at diﬀerent transverse
positions. The OCT technique is a spin-oﬀ from the telecommunications indus-
try, where Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) is used to determine
the location of defects in optical fibres. However, scientists soon realized that the
technique could be transferred with great advantage to medical and biological pur-
poses. OCT systems have an advantage over competing in vivo techniques, such as
high frequency ultra sound systems, since it oﬀers a higher resolution. The main
application is the medical field, especially ophthalmology and dermatology. The
precise imaging technology is a strong tool in diagnosing eye diseases. With the
OCT system it is possible to scan the retina in the back of the eye for defects to
find the location and the reason to the problem. Diagnosing the eye disease glau-
coma have improved greatly with OCT, since the eye disease can be diagnosed in a
much earlier stage. In this field it is of course necessary to make the measurements
in vivo, otherwise the patient would loose the ability to see. Hence, great eﬀorts
are made to develop the OCT technique to become a reliable tool in ophthalmol-
ogy. Diagnosing skin cancer is another prosperous application. In contradiction to
taking a biopsy, it is possible to take a great number of measurements quickly,
without causing the patient any pain and without the risk of spreading the pos-
sible cancer. In these applications it is important to have as clear and detailed
images as possible. Therefore, there is a good motivation to investigate the noise
in the OCT system.
1.2 Project aim
The first goal of the project is to understand the basic physics and principles
behind the OCT technique, so that an OCT system can be constructed in a lab.
Amongst these physical phenomenons central to the OCT system is coherence and
interference. To build the system, the use of diﬀerent fiber-optical components,
such as fiber-couplers and collimators, must be understood. The design of the
system is very important, when the operational system is to be employed in an
actual measurement. Thus several designs will be investigated in the course of the
project.
The source of the low-coherent light used in an OCT system, is one of the
basic components. The choice of this component is also of crucial importance in
the imaging of a sample, since the spectral characteristics of the source used is
directly related to the quality of the finished image. This motivates an examination
of several sources to detemine the correlation between the source and the imaging
capabilities of the OCT system.
When a biological sample is imaged with the OCT system, the purpose of the
image is generally to give as accurate a description of the sample as possible. The
noise is a key parameter in achieving high resolution and large penetration depth.
The noise will be examined by two parallel methods: a theoretical model and an
experimental determination of the noise. These two approaches will be compared
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and used for an analysis of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The SNR gives a
measure of the contrast attainable with a given system.
Finally the operational OCT system will be used to image actual biological sam-
ples. Images will be recorded with diﬀerent sources and diﬀerent system designs
to examine the influence of the system on the finished results.
The imaging of real biological samples in conjunction with the theoretical mod-
els of the system will give a valuable insight into the intricacies of a working OCT
system.
1.3 Organization of this report
In this section the motivation for the work in optical coherence tomography is
described as well as the goal of this specific project. In section 2 the fundamentals
of a simple OCT system are presented. Important concepts such as coherence
and interference are examined, and coherence lengths and spectral linewidths are
defined.
The 3rd section contains a detailed analysis of the noise components expected
to be found in an OCT system. A definition of the SNR is discussed and the noise
terms are grouped into receiver noise, photon shot noise, excess intensity and beat
noise. The reasoning behind balanced detection is verified and the noise inherent
in balanced and unbalanced system designs are derived.
Section 4 contains the description of the CW sources used. The section begins
with an overview of the available sources for OCT imaging and concludes with
measurements of the spectrum of the sources used during the project.
In the 5th section the main results of the project is presented. The experimental
setup is described in detail followed by an analysis of the noise spectrum. The next
subsections present the methods used to measure the noise, followed by an expla-
nation of the noise modeling. These preparations lead to the actual measurements
of the noise. The discussion of the measured noise is supported by and compared
to the theoretical models developed in section 3. This discussion is partitioned into
sections concentrating on the noise in balanced/unbalanced systems and sections
on splitting ratios, reflective constants and mean photocurrents.
Section 5.3 contains imaging of biological tissue, where biopsies of mice, human
arteries and an onion are discussed. The biopsies are imaged with two diﬀerent
sources to compare these in practice. Finally the conclusion and acknowledgement
follows.
2 Properties of an OCT system
The OCT in its most basic configuration consists of a simple Michelson interfer-
ometer realizable in both a bulk optic or fiber optic version. The type used here
is the fiber optic one and can be seen in figure 1.
An OCT-system uses a broadband source, where the light is split in a fiber-
coupler. One part of the light is directed at a reference mirror and the other
part at the sample being measured. The light reflected back from the sample
and reference then passes through the beam-splitter again and is collected by a
detector.
Since the OCT-system is based on coherence measurements, signals are only
detected when the optical path length in the sample and reference arm are within
the coherence length of the source, so that if a diﬀerence in the refractive index in
the sample causes light to be reflected, the detector will see an interference signal.
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Figure 1. A diagram of a simple OCT system is shown, with the basic components.
f is the focal distance of the sample lens. (Reproduced with permission from Peter
E. Andersen).
Figure 2. A sequence of wavetrains with diﬀerent lifetimes τ . The average lifetime
is called the coherence time τ0. From [2].
That a diﬀerence in refractive index will cause light to be reflected was described
by Fresnel, and is for normal incidence governed by the equation [2]
R =

n1 − n2
n1 + n2
2
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the media and R is the reflectivity.
Setting n1 = 1 (air) and n2 = 1.55 (glass) this gives a reflectivity of 5%.
Moving the fiber over the sample in the two transverse directions can be used to
produce a 3D image with a penetration depth of around 2-3mm in highly scattering
media with a spatial resolution of 10-20µm [1].
2.1 Coherence
We now examine the coherence properties of light. For this purpose we consider
light as electromagnetic radiation, which can be described as [2]
E = E0e
i(k·r−ωt+φ) (1)
The radiation consists of wave trains with diﬀerent lifetimes, and the average
lifetime τ0 is called the coherence time, see figure 2. The wave trains diﬀer in
phase because of the random processes producing the light, e.g. thermal excitation.
Depending on the source, the produced light will have frequencies ω within a
certain frequency spectrum. Using Fourier analysis, one has that [2]
∆ω = 2π
τ0
(2)
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where ∆ω is a measure of the spectral line width. From this it is seen that a
broadband source with a large ∆ω has a short coherence time τ0.
The coherence length lt of a wave train is lt = cτ0, [2], where c is the speed of the
wave. Using equation (2) we get lt = c2π/∆ω = c/∆ν. Using the relation ν0 = c/λ0
where ν is the optical frequency, and approximating ∆ν by the magnitude of its
diﬀerential,
∆ν
∆λ
≈

dν
dλ
 =
c
λ2
(3)
we get lt ≈ λ
2
0
∆λ
where ∆λ is a measure of the line width and λ0 is the center
wavelength. This is only a somewhat intuitive derivation of the coherence length,
and a precise definition is given in the next section.
2.2 Interference
We now consider the propagation of two beams E1(r, t) and E2(r, t) from the same
source, travelling diﬀerent paths. If the beams meet at a point P and one beam
has travelled the extra time τ , the resultant field at P is
EP (t) = E1(t) +E2(t+ τ) (4)
using the principle of superposition. Inserting equation (1) and setting r and φ
to 0 for convenience: EP (t) = E01e
−iωt + E02e
−iω(t+τ). The power per unit area
at P is given by the Poynting vector S = ε0c2EP × BP [2]. Since EP and BP
are rapidly varying fields (∼ 1014 Hz for 1550nm light), the power per unit area
(irradiance) IP measured by a detector at P would be a time average of S: IP =
k|S|l = ε0c2 k|EP ×BP |l. From electromagnetic theory we know that E and B are
orthogonal and that |E|=c |B| [2]. This gives IP = ε0c
G
|EP |2
H
= ε0c kEP ·E∗P l.
Inserting equation (4) we get
IP = ε0c k(E1 +E2) · (E∗1 +E∗2)l
= ε0c
G
|E1|2 + |E2|2 + (E1 ·E∗2 +E2 ·E∗1)
H
Omitting the constant multiplicative factor ε0c and writing the irradiances of the
individual beams as I1 and I2: IP = I1 + I2 + 2Re kE1(t) ·E∗2(t+ τ)l using A +
A* = 2Re(A). From this it is seen that if the two beams have the same polariza-
tion, the dot product maximizes: kE1(t) ·E∗2(t+ τ)l = kE1(t)E∗2(t+ τ)l. Defining
a correlation function Γ12(τ) ≡ kE1(t)E∗2(t+ τ)l and a normalized correlation
function γ12(τ) ≡
Γ12(τ)√
I1I2
[2] we get
IP = I1 + I2 + 2
s
I1I2Re [γ12(τ)] (5)
A known result from statistical optics is that γ12(τ) can be expressed as [3]
γ12(τ) =
] ∞
0
S(ν)e−i2πντdν
where S(ν) is a normalized1 power spectral density of the light source. The com-
plex degree of coherence γ12(τ) can thus be viewed as a Fourier transform of the
power spectrum, as defined in [4]. When the power spectral density is an even
function of (ν − ν0), the complex coherence can be written as a product of a
real-valued factor and e−i2πν0τ [3]: γ12(τ) = γ12(τ)e−i2πν0τ . This gives
IP = I1 + I2 + 2
s
I1I2γ12(τ) cos(2πν0τ) (6)
1normalized in the sense that
U∞
0 S(ν)dν = 1, [3]
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From this we see that the intensity will vary sinusoidally with τ , modulated with
an envelope function γ12 determined by the Fourier transform of the spectrum.
Assuming that τ0 is a constant coherence time and not an average, one can show
that for harmonic waves with frequency ω0 [2]: Re [γ12(τ)] =

1− τ
τ0

cos(ω0τ)
(for τ ≤ τ0) giving
IP = I1 + I2 + 2
s
I1I2

1− τ
τ0

cos(ω0τ)
= I1 + I2 + 2
s
I1I2

1− ∆l
lt

cos(k0∆l) (7)
using τ = ∆l/c where ∆l is the diﬀerence in optical path length for the two
beams, and k0 = 2π/λ0 where λ0 is the wavelength of the waves. For τ > τ0
the interference term vanishes because the random phase variations cancel out:
IP = I1 + I2. From this it is seen that the optical path diﬀerence ∆l must be
smaller than the coherence length lt in order to observe interference fringes.
The factor γ12(τ) =

1− ∆llt

comes from the assumption of constant coherence
time τ0. If instead the spectrum of the source is Gaussian, one obtains for the
coherence function [3]
γ12(τ) = exp

−
#
π∆ντ
2
s
ln(2)
$2
 (8)
which as expected is Gaussian, since the Fourier transform of a Gaussian function
is itself a Gaussian function. ∆ν is the FWHM of the normalized spectrum. It
is seen that the maximum of γ12(τ) is 1 and occurs when τ = 0. Defining the
coherence length lt = τ0c with the condition γ12(τ0) = 12 gives
lt =
2 ln(2)
π
c
∆ν =
2 ln(2)
π
λ2
∆λ ≈ 0.44
λ2
∆λ (9)
which is sometimes used in the OCT litterature [5]. ∆λ is the FWHM of the
spectrum measured in wavelength units.
If the coherence time is instead defined as the power-equivalent width (as defined
in [6]) of the coherence function, the result is [3]
lt =
u
2 ln(2)
π
λ2
∆λ
≈ 0.66 λ
2
∆λ
(10)
This definition is most widely used in the OCT litterature [7].
Since the coherence length is a measure of the width of the signal envelope, it
is a reasonable estimate for the depth (axial) resolution in OCT: if the distance
between two reflecting planes in the medium is smaller than the coherence length,
the interference signals arising from each of the two planes will overlap, resulting
in a smearing of the image contrast.
3 SNR analysis in OCT systems
3.1 Statistical properties of noise
When performing OCT, the measured signal unavoidably contains noise. Deter-
mining the signal as a current gives Imeass = I
true
s + Inoise, where I
meas
s is the
measured signal and Itrues is the ”true” signal. Since any constant property of the
noise does not aﬀect the qualitative property of an OCT image, and assuming
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Figure 3. A measured (weak) signal at 0.38s and the surrounding noise. The signal
maximum Vs,max = 3.2mV , and the noise rms value σv = 0.21mV . The 50Hz
noise is easily seen.
the noise to be of random nature, the time average of the noise must be zero:
kInoisel = 0. An often used measure of the noise [8] is the root-mean-square (rms)
standard deviation σ or the mean-square variance σ2, in the case of a current
signal: σ2i =

I2noise

. This is calculated as [9]:
σ2i =
1
N
N[
n=1
(Inoise,n)
2
where N is the number of measurements, and Inoise,n is the n’th measurement.
Depending on the application of the OCT-system, one can imagine diﬀerent
views of ”signal” and ”noise”. For instance, if one is only interested in measuring
the thickness t of a homogenous medium very precisely, the size of the noise floor
σi of the measured signal is not really important as long as it is smaller than the
signal Is from the reflection at the medium boundaries. Instead, one could make
N measurements and determine a measure for the noise as σ2t = 1N
SN
n=1 (tn − t)
2
where t is the measured average (”true”) thickness of the sample. In this per-
spective, an important source of noise would be the imperfect mechanical scanner
reference arm. Likewise, one would consider the distance t between the reflections
from the front and back of the sample to be the ”signal”.
We will primarily focus on the application of OCT for imaging, and will therefore
adopt a diﬀerent view. To obtain a good image of an object in a medium, where
it is possible to distinguish diﬀerent features, one needs a high contrast. When
the optical path diﬀerence (OPD) between the mirror and the object of interest is
zero, the detection system generates a signal current Is,max. As the OPD increases
beyond the coherence length, the detection system no longer measures the true
signal, but the noise σ2i inherent in the system, see figure 3 (the spectrum of this
signal can be seen in figure 17).
One would achieve good contrast if the signal current Is is much larger than
the background noise σ2i . A popular definition of the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR,
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is therefore [5], [10]
SNR =
I2s
σ2i
(11)
where we choose to define the SNR as
SNR =
I2s,max
σ2i
(12)
because only the maximum of the interference signal indicates the location of
the change in refractive index in the medium. When measured in dB, we use
SNR = 10 log10

I2s,max
σ2i

.
3.2 Noise considerations
The signal photocurrent in equation (11) is the coherent part of the signal backscat-
tered from the sample given by Is = 2ρ
√
PrPsγ12(τ) cos(2πν0τ), where ρ is the
detector responsivity, Pr is the power impinging on the photodetector reflected
from the mirror and Ps is the coherent portion of the power incident on the pho-
todetector having been backscattered from the sample. Since this function has a
maximum at τ = 0, the maximum-squared signal photocurrent in a single detector
becomes
I2s,max = 4ρ2PrPs (13)
For a balanced reciever the total photocurrent is the sum of the photocurrent
in each detecter, so the maximum-squared signal photocurrent is [10]
I2s,max = 16ρ2PrPs (14)
The noise sources of greatest interest are the reciever noise, the shot noise and
the intensity noise/beat noise [10].
Receiver noise
The reciever noise is the noise in the detector. It consists of shot noise, thermal
noise, amplifier noise and temperature noise [11].
The shot noise arises from the background light and the dark current in the
detector. This contribution to the detector noise can be neglected, since it is
generally small [10].
The thermal noise stems from the random thermal motion of electrons in a
conductor and is given by
σ2th = 4kBTB/Reﬀ
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and B is the detection
bandwidth. Reﬀ, the eﬀective load resistance, can in this case not be found because
of the complexity of the electronic circuits in the detector.
The temperature noise is caused by the random fluctuations in temperature due
to the statistical nature of the heat transfer between the detector and its environ-
ment. The temperature noise given as the mean square radiant power fluctuations
is [11]
∆Φ2temp = 4kBT
2KB
If it is assumed that the background is in equilibrium with the detector, K =
4σT 3A, where  is the permeability, σ is Stefan-Boltzmans constant and A is the
detector area.
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The amplifier noise is given by
σ2amp = G24kB(TA + TD)B/Reﬀ
where G is the gain of the amplifier, TA is the amplifier noise temperature and
TD is the noise temperature of the detector load resistance.
Several of the parameters in the reciever noise term are diﬃcult to evaluate and
another expression for the reciever noise is preferred. This can be found by using
the input current noise (INC) or the noise equivalent power (NEP) obtained from
the manufacturer specifications [12], INC = 3pA/
√
Hz, from which an estimate
for the reciever noise is calculated as [10]
σ2re =

3pA/
√
Hz
2
B
Notice, that since this is only the noise from the photodiode, this value will be
considerably lower than the actual reciever noise.
Photon shot noise
Photon shot noise arising from the signal is caused by quantisation of the light,
i.e. the photocurrent consists of photons with a certain energy, and therefore it
does not “float” as a continuos medium. Thus, the random arrival of photons is
detected as noise. The photon shot noise can be written as [10]
σ2sh = 2qIdcB
where q is the free electron charge, and Idc is the mean detector photocurrent
given by
Idc = ρ(Pr + Px) (15)
assuming that Pr, Px >> Ps. Here, Px is the power of the incoherent light
backscattered from the sample and arriving at the detector. Therefore, the shot
noise is always present with a photocurrent.
Excess intensity noise and beat noise
An excess intensity noise arises from the time fluctuations of the intensity and is
given by [10]
σ2ex = (1 + V 2)I2dcB/7ν
where V is the degree of polarization of the source and7ν is the eﬀective linewidth
of the source, given by ∆ν =
t
π
2 ln(2)c
∆λ
λ20
where ∆λ is the FWHM wavelength
bandwidth of the spectrum.
The total photocurrent variance can now be obtained by summing all indepen-
dent contributions [9]
σ2i = σ2re + σ2sh + σ2ex
Using the expressions for shot noise and excess intensity noise and setting
σ2sh = σ2ex, it is found that the excess intensity noise will dominate over the shot
noise when Idc ) 4µA. If balanced detection is used, the excess intensity noise is
suppressed. This is shown in the following calculations.
The electric fields after they have been mixed in a 50-50 beam splitter are
assuming r = φ = 0 for simplicity, (see figure 4) [13]
E+ =
1√
2
(E01e
−iωt +E02e
−iωt−π2 i)
E− =
1√
2
(E01e
−iωt−π2 i +E02e
−iωt)
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Figure 4. Closeup of the double detection. E01 and E02 are the input electric fields
from the sample and reference respectively, and E+ and E− are the output electric
fields. K3 =
1
2
Hence, the irradiance is given by (ignoring the prefactor 0c2)
I+ =
G
|E+|2
H
=
1
2
G
(|E01|2 + |E02|2 +E01E∗02e−iωteiωte
π
2 i +E∗01E02e
iωte−iωte−
π
2 i)
H
=
1
2
G
(|E01|2 + |E02|2 +E01E∗02e
π
2 i +E∗01E02e
−π2 i)
H
I− =
G
|E−|2
H
=
1
2
G
(|E01|2 + |E02|2 +E01E∗02eiωte−iωte−
π
2 i +E∗01E02e
−iωteiωte
π
2 i)
H
=
1
2
G
(|E01|2 + |E02|2 +E01E∗02e−
π
2 i +E∗01E02e
π
2 i)
H
When the signals are subtracted in the balanced detector, the two intensity
terms are cancelled while the interference terms remain
I+ − I− =
1
2

E01E
∗
02(e
π
2 i − e−π2 i)−E∗01E02(e
π
2 i − e−π2 i)

= i k(E01E∗02 −E∗01E02)l
The cancellation of the intensity terms explains why the intensity noise is sup-
pressed. The remaining term, the interference term, however gives rise to another
noise source. This is named beat noise and is given as [10]
σ2be = 8ρ2(1 + V 2)PrPxB/7ν
where Pr and Px are the powers impinging on one of the two detectors in balanced
detection.
Hence, in a balanced system the total photocurrent variance or noise is therefore
replaced by
σ2i = σ2re + σ2sh + σ2be
Unbalanced system
The unbalanced system contains a Michelson interferometer as shown in figure 5.
For an unbalanced system the coherent part of the power backscattered from the
sample and impinging on the detector, Ps is given by [10], [14]
Ps = PsoK(1−K)Γs
where K is the splitting ratio and Pso is the power of the light from the source.
Γs is the reflection coeﬃcient of the sample, corresponding to that fraction of
backscattered light, coherent with the reference light.
The incoherent part of the power backscattered from the sample and arriving
at the detector, Px is given by
Px = PsoK(1−K)Γx
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Figure 5. The unbalanced OCT system
where Γx is the reflection coeﬃcient of the sample, corresponding to that fraction
of backscattered light, incoherent with the reference light. The power from the
reference arm, measured at the detector, Pr is given by
Pr = Pso(1−K)KR
where R is the mirror reflectivity. Using equation (15) the shot noise and the
excess intensity noise is given by
σ2sh = 2qIdcB = 2qρ(Pr + Px)B
σ2ex = (1 + V 2)I2dcB/7ν
The receiver noise is for unbalanced as well as balanced systems
σ2re =

3pA/
√
Hz
2
B
The optimal splitting ratio of the coupler in the unbalanced system (fig. 5) can
easily be calculated. If the ratio is K, then the amount of power Ps to reach the
detector from the sample must be Ps ∝ K(1 −K). To maximize this power the
derivative is found and put equal zero.
d
dK
K(1−K) = 1− 2K = 0
which of course gives K = 12 . The same calculation can be made for the power
from the reference, giving the same result, so both the power from the sample
and the reference is maximized for K = 12 . This is also intuatively obvious since
the light to both the sample and reference must pass the coupler once in each
direction.
Balanced system
A balanced system is an extended version of the unbalanced system. Two more
beamsplitters are incorporated in order to introduce double detection.
Looking at a balanced system as shown in figure 6, where the attenuator in front
of one of the detectors is excluded from the following model, the powers impinging
on each detector now becomes
Ps =
1
2
PsoK1(1−K1)Γs
Px =
1
2
PsoK1(1−K1)Γx
Pr =
1
2
Pso(1−K1)K2(1−K2)R
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Figure 6. The balanced OCT system with attenuator
The isolator between K1 and K2 is necessary to ensure that power coupled back
from the reference mirror is not coupled back through K1 to the detector thus in-
creasing shot noise and beat noise. The prefactor 12 , is the splitting ratioK3, which
has to have this value in order to assure that the intensity noise is suppressed.
The shot noise and the beat noise is
σ2sh = 4qIdcB = 4qρ(Pr + Px)B
σ2be = 8(1 + V 2)ρ2PrPxB/7ν
A 3 dB attenuator could be added in one detector arm, since it would improve
the detection eﬃciency (the common-mode rejection is maximized when the power
in the reference input of the detector is two times that in the signal input [12]).
When the attenuator is added to the system, the photocurrent is replaced by
Is = (1 + d)2ρ
√
PrPsγ12(τ) cos(2πν0τ), where d is the attenuation factor, which
is 12 for a 3dB attenuator. Thus, the maximum-squared photocurrent becomes
I2s,max = 4(1 + d)
2ρ2PrPs
and shot noise and beat noise changes to
σ2sh = (1 + d)2qρ(Pr + Px)B
σ2be = (1 + d)2 · 2(1 + V 2)ρ2PrPxB/7ν
Another type of a balanced system is shown in figure 7. The addition of a fourth
beamsplitter entails an additional loss of power. However, the advantage of the
system is that the length of the reference and sample arms are equal. The powers
are (K4 =
1
2)
Ps =
1
2
PsoK1K2(1−K2)Γs
Px =
1
2
PsoK1K2(1−K2)Γx
Pr =
1
2
Pso(1−K1)K3(1−K3)R
A model based on the above calculations is presented in section 5.2.
4 CW sources for OCT systems
In an OCT system the spectrum of the source is very important as it determines
the maximum resolution of the image. The dependence of the spectrum is ex-
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Figure 7. Sketch of a balanced system with four beam splitters
Figure 8. An example of a signal from the OCT system as seen on an oscilloscope.
The source used is the Giga 1540nm SLD. The scanner speed is 6mm/s.
plained in section 2.2. An example of a signal from an OCT system is seen in
figure 8. To characterize a given spectrum the source must be described, which is
done below.
4.1 Overview of sources
Diﬀerent sources has been used in OCT, but common to all is that they uses one of
two ideas: time-of-flight (TOF) measurements or frequency domain measurements.
The sources used for TOF emphasizes the temporal characteristics of the source,
which means that these sources must be pulsed. One advantage of these sources
is that the spectral characteristics of the source is not that important, although
dispersion and wavelengths must still be kept in mind. Sources used for these
measurements are gated lasers [1].
Frequency domain measurements emphasizes the spectral characteristics of a
given source. Here coherence length, wavelength and power are important issues.
Sources used for frequency measurements must have wide linewidths to give them
a short coherence length, as seen in equation (10). The wavelength of the sources
must be chosen for the application, but since higher wavelengths tend to penetrate
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deeper in tissue (because of less scattering [7]), these are generally preferred. The
power of the sources can pose a limit, if superluminescent diodes [15] are used, since
these are typically in the mW range. Another type of sources that can be used
for frequency domain measurements is scanning sources. By using these source
the scanning action of the system is moved from the reference to the source, by
rapidly tuning the frequency of the source [16].
4.2 Superluminescent diodes
The OCT system depends on the broad light-spectrum of the source which makes
the µm-resolution possible. In this system a superluminescent diode (SLD) is
used and one of these is a SLD from the company Giga. This SLD is a MQW or
multiple-quantum-well diode. The diode is edge-emitting and the facets are angled
at 7◦ with the cavity dimensions being: length 980 µm, width 500 µm and height
100 µm. We have also used a SLD from the Russian company Superlum, due to
the breakdown of the Giga diode in a power failure. Since the Superlum diode is
a commercial product the exact design details for the SLD is kept secret by the
company, but the spectral linewidth is given as 59nm with a center wavelength of
1545nm. The last SLD used is a 1300nm diode from the company AFC.
What gives the SLD the broad spectrum is the angled facets of the diode (in
the case of the Giga SLD) which keeps it from beginning to lase. The light in
the diode is reflected at an angle so that only a small amount of it actually stays
in the diode thus keeping any one mode from becoming dominant. This design
means that the light from the diode is still amplified in the diode-cavity, but no
mode-selection happens during this amplification, however modes are still present.
The modes are closely spaced and since the feedback is so small the individual
modes will normally not be seen. The mode-spacing is determined by the SLD
geometry and can be found through simple calculations.
The wave-length λ and frequency ν of light is related as [2]
ν = c
λ
=
c0
nλ
(16)
The speed of light is written as c = c0n , with n being the refractive index. By using
equation (3) the frequency diﬀerence between two modes can be approximated:
∆ν = c0
n
∆λ
λ2
(17)
Because of the feedback in the cavity itself, only an integer amount of half wave-
lengths are contained within the diode. The number of these standing waves in
the cavity can be written as
λ
2
N = Ln
where N is an integer, L is the cavity length and n is the refractive index of the
active SLD material. Rewriting this we get λ = 2LnN =
c0
nν or in terms of ν
ν =
c0N
2Ln2
The spacing between two modes must then be
∆ν = c0
2Ln2
(N − (N − 1)) = c0
2Ln2
(18)
By setting eqn. (17) and eqn. (18) equal to each other, an expression for the mode
spacing can be found
c0
2Ln2
=
c0
n
∆λ
λ2
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rewriting this gives
∆λ = λ
2
2Ln
(19)
This mode-spacing was found experimentally in the Giga SLD as shown in the
next section.
4.3 Measurements of the spectra
The spectrum of the input beam is important for many reasons, one of which
is the axial resolution. The axial resolution dependence arises from the Fourier
duality: the wider the input spectrum, the narrower the transformed spectrum is,
i.e. a large spectral linewidth gives a short coherence length, as seen in equation
(10). The measurement of the spectrum can be found in the sections below.
As mentioned earlier, the envelope of the detected signal in an OCT system is
the Fourier transform of the input beams optical spectrum. This means that the
shape of the SLD spectrum is important because a ”strange” spectrum can be
hard to decipher in the output signal.
The easiest spectrum to handle is the Gaussian since the Fourier transform
of a Gaussian is another Gaussian. The problem arises when a spectrum is not
perfectly Gaussian because of the so called side lobes, so that if the OCT output
consists of several signals close to each other the side lobes of one signal can be
hard to distinguish from a smaller separate signal. This is also the reason why
companies producing SLD’s go to great lengths to reduce the size of side-lobes.
Giga SLD
The measurement of the SLD spectrum is done using an Optical Spectrum An-
alyzer (OSA). Three diﬀerent settings of the temperature controller for the SLD
were used in the measurements. The temperature resistances were 12, 15 and 18kΩ
which corresponds to 20, 15 and 10◦C respectively. Furthermore a series of mea-
surements were taken with varying spans - the span determines the wavelength
resolution of the measurement.
The first measurement was at 12kΩ and with a span of 200nm, which is shown
in figure 9. The left plot is the spectrum measured with the OSA and is recorded
in dBm/nm, where dBm is defined as 10 · log10( P1mW ) where P is the measured
power. Since the spectrum is expected to be close to a Gaussian, the spectrum
can be converted to a linear representation as seen in the right plot of fig. 9. Here
the spectrum has been fitted to a Gaussian with reasonable succes, although there
are a lot of oscillations deviating from the fitted Gaussian, especially around the
top. These oscillations are evidence of the simple construction of the SLD lacking
suppression of the individual modes of the cavity.
Some of the characteristics of the spectrum in fig. 9 is the center wavelength
and the spectral linewidth. The center wavelength is 1540nm and the spectral
linewidth, defined as the FWHM, is 20nm. Using equation (10) this gives a co-
herence length of 78µm, and using equation (9) a coherence length of 52µm is
calculated. The FWHM of the envelope in figure 8 should correspond to the co-
herence length when defined as in equation (9), and is estimated to 48µm which
shows excellent agreement with the calculated 52µm.
As mentioned in section 2.2 an interference signal consisting of a cosine modu-
lated by the Fourier-transform of the spectrum is measured. Knowing this makes
it interesting to see what the FFT of the spectrum looks like. In figure 10 the
Gaussian seems to fit the FFT quite well. The plot also shows some side lobes
located symmetrically around the center peak. As before a Gaussian is fitted to
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Figure 9. Left: Logarithmic plot of the Giga SLD spectrum. Right: Linear plot of
the spectrum with a Gaussian fit.
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Figure 10. This plot shows the FFT of the spectrum from the Giga SLD at a
temperature of 20◦C, and a Gaussian fit.
the FFT of the spectrum. This time there is a very good match between the two
plots which means that the ripples observed in the spectrum of the SLD do not
seem to be a problem, although the side lobes might pose a problem.
As mentioned the measurement was repeated at diﬀerent temperatures. These
measurements were almost indistinguishable from the one in fig. 9, which means
that the SLD spectrum is relativly stable over these temperatures.
Some diﬀerences were observed though. The center wavelength drops by 5nm
to around 1535nm when the temperature is decreased to 10◦C, and the spectral
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Figure 11. This plot show a closeup of the center of the Giga SLD spectrum. The
temperature was 20◦C and the span was 10 nm.
linewidth decreases by about 1nm for each 5◦C the temperature is lowered. These
diﬀerences are countered by the increase in the output power of the SLD at lower
temperatures.
Another measurement was carried out at a span of just 10nm and here an
interesting phenomenon was seen (figure 11).
The ripples in the plot are caused by the mode-spacing of the SLD, and are
approximately 0.3 nm apart. Comparing with the theory (eqn. 19) we get
∆λ = λ
2
2Ln
=
(1540nm)2
2 · 980µm · 3.54 = 0.34nm
where the correspondence between the theory and measurement is very good.
At all these measurements the background noise was also recorded with the
source switched oﬀ, but the noise floor is so low that it makes no diﬀerence if it is
subtracted from the real measurements. So in all the plots the background noise
has been neglected.
Superlum SLD
Again the spectrum was measured with an OSA. Unlike the Giga SLD where both
the temperature and the current could be varied, only the current can be altered
with the Superlum SLD due to operational specifications.
The measurements on the Superlum diode were taken at three diﬀerent current
settings - 290, 200 and 100mA. The first one at 290mA is the ”most important” one
in the sense that the SLD will be driven at this maximum current when operating.
The spectrum at this current was recorded with at span of 300nm giving the plot
in figure 12. The spectrum is very close to a true Gaussian shape with a center
wavelength of 1547nm and a FWHM of approximately 62nm, which is very close
to the manufacturer specifications of 1545nm center wavelength and a FWHM
of 59nm. The Fourier-transform of the spectrum is also very close to a Gaussian
(as it should be), and the detected signal should be very well behaved with this
diode, since there are no side lobes in the FFT to disturb the detected signal - at
least they are not visible on the scales used. The coherence length calculated with
equation (9) is 17µm. The FWHM of the envelope in figure 13 should correspond
to this, and is estimated to 19.2µm which again shows excellent agreement.
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Figure 12. The spectrum of the Superlum SLD at 290mA and a span of 300nm.
The left plot is a linear version of the spectrum, where the right one is the FFT-
transform. Both plots have a Gaussian fitted to it.
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Figure 13. A measured signal with the Superlum SLD when mirrors were used in
both reference and sample arm. The scanner speed is 6mm/s.
Repeating the above measurement at 100mA gives the spectrum in fig. 14.
Closer inspection of figures 12 and 14 shows that the center wavelength of the
spectrum is dependent on the current through the diode. At 100mA the center is
at 1572nm which is a diﬀerence of 25nm as compared to the 290mA spectrum. The
width of the spectrum on the other hand changes very little, but seems to increase
slightly (around 2nm) when the current is increased from 100mA to 290mA.
Again the background noise was recorded with the SLD switched oﬀ, and as
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Figure 14. Left: The spectrum at 100mA current applied to the SLD. Right: FFT
of the spectrum. Both plots have a Gaussian fitted.
before the noise found was around 4-6 decades weaker than the signal itself.
AFC SLD
Last, but not least, we have used a 1300nm SLD, between the Giga SLD breakdown
and the delivery of the Superlum SLD, but no characterising measurements have
been recorded. The advantage with this diode is that it has an output power of
24mW whereas the other two delivers around 1mW of power each.
The datasheet for this diode specifies the FWHM of the spectrum to be 60.4nm
which is very similar to the Superlum diode. The coherence length as defined in
equation (9) is calculated to 12.9µm. The spectrum for the AFC source is also
given in the manual and can be seen in figure 15.
Summary
The diﬀerent sources each have their advantages. The Giga SLD has one distin-
guishing feature, it is inexpensive to produce. The SLD was a prototype borrowed
by Risø to test and characterize. The spectral characteristics is reasonably good
although the oscillatory deviations from a true Gaussian spectrum caused side
lobes to appear in the FFT. Also the spectral linewidth of 20nm is quite a lot
smaller than the Superlum and AFC SLD with a linewidth of 60nm.
This leads us to the Superlum SLD. This SLD is a commercial product and this
shows in the spectral characteristics. The spectrum is almost completely smooth
and side lobes are not observed in practise. The linewidth of this source is greater
than for the Giga SLD by a factor of three: approximately 60nm.
The powers of the two SLDs were in both cases close to 1mW . This is where
the AFC SLD is diﬀerent, since it has an output power of 24mW . The AFC SLD
has a quite smooth spectrum, easily comparable to the Superlum diode.
The Giga SLD seems very promising for use in OCT, because of it’s low price and
simplicity. One should however be aware of the possible problems with sidelobes.
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Figure 15. The spectrum of the AFC BBS1310 source.
5 Experimental measurements
5.1 Setup
This section will expand on the description of the OCT system as presented in
section 2, by separating the system in 5 parts, each of which will be discussed
in the next sections. The partitioning divides the system into: the source, the
detector, the reference, the sample and finally the fiber-coupler setup treated as a
single ”black-box” arrangement. The entire system is built on an optical table to
dampen vibrations during measurements.
Source
As discussed earlier, several sources have been used throughout the project. To
summarize, the following SLDs have been used: Giga 1540nm SLD, a Superlum
1545nm SLD and a AFC 1300nm SLD. All these sources have been examined
earlier.
None of the sources used are overly sensitive to feedback from the system, and
consequently no optical isolator was required to be added to the system. This is
not to say that the system would not benefit from an isolator, but since using one
brings the problem of adjusting the fibers to correct for the extra length, none
was used.
Detector
The detector used is produced by the company New Focus and is a multi-
purpose detector usable in both a balanced and unbalanced system. The detector
consists of two photodiodes which the input fibers are connected directly to, as
well as an amplifier circuit.
The conversion from a balanced to an unbalanced detector is done by turning
a knob on the top of the detector. This, of course, assumes that the system itself
is configured as either balanced or unbalanced.
When the detector is in auto-balanced mode, it uses automatic gain-compensation
in the photodiodes to obtain almost perfect intensity noise suppression [12]. This
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Figure 16. Common-mode rejection ratio versus the split ratio Pref/Psig. From the
detector manual, [12]. As shown in this section, the measured signal was modulated
at 7-8kHz, so the 8kHz curve should be applicable.
gain-compensation is optimal when the power Pref on the ”Ref” input port is
ideally twice the power Psig on the ”Signal” input port. It is recommended to at-
tenuate the signal if necessary, to achieve this. Unfortunately, no 3dB attenuator
was available for 1500nm, so measurements were made without and with a 3dB
attenuator for 1300nm light instead. The attenuator was measured to attenuate
1500nm light by 4.5dB.
When no attenuator was used, the fibers were connected to the input ports so
that the ratio Pref/Psig was measured to 0.87. As seen on figure 16, this should
give better noise rejection than if the fibers on the input ports were switched,
since that would give a split ratio of 1/0.87 = 1.15, assuming that the slope of the
curve doesn’t change when the ratio is slightly lower than 1. When the attenuator
was used, it was placed on the ”Signal” port, so that the split ratio became 2.47,
which should give an almost optimal noise rejection.
Reference
The reference constists of a mirror mounted on a scanner. The scanner used
here is capable of scanning approximately 5cm in µm-steps with a resolution of
50nm and a velocity of 6mm/s. When using the scanner in a repeating fashion, it
returns to the same starting position with an accuracy of ±1µm [17]. The scanner
is controlled by a program made in LabView, by Lars Thrane, and can be set to
single or multiple scans.
The mirror chosen is based on the source wavelength, so that the mirror correctly
reflects light at 1550nm. In this system silver mirrors were used.
Sample
The sample is whatever one chooses to measure, but the setup around the sample
is the same each time. The sample itself is placed in a container - consisting of a
cuvette taped to a standard holder for optical tables. The sample fiber is mounted
on two scanners (of the same type as the one used in the reference), that can move
in one axial and one transverse direction, although only the transverse movement
is actually used in a measurement. In front of the sample fiber a lens is placed
with a focal length of 16mm.
Again the scanner responsible for the actual scanning is controlled by a LabView
program (also the same as before) whereas the second scanner mentioned is only
used to adjust the focal plane of the lens to coincide with the sample.
Fiber setup
The balanced and unbalanced systems uses two diﬀerent designs and both sys-
tems will be described in the following. Some considerations regarding the systems
are the same such as the use of collimators in the reference and sample arms, and
the use of 50/50 couplers.
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The unbalanced system is a simple Michelson interferometer made by a sin-
gle 50/50 fiber-coupler. The reasoning behind the choice of the 50/50 coupler is
mentioned in section 3.2, and the system can be seen in figure 5.
The balanced system uses four couplers (figure 7) each of which is 50/50. This
design ensures that the optical path lengths in the reference and sample arms are
the same - if the fibers on the couplers are equally long. The last coupler leads
to the detector and ideally a 3dB attenuator should be connected between this
coupler and the detector.
Data acquisition
The data acquisition is not part of the OCT system per se, since it is an integral
part in all experimental setups. For this system the signal coming from the detector
is passed through a combined amplifier and filter to a digitizer in the form of a
A/D card connected to a computer.
The filter contains a low pass and high pass filter where each can be connected
independent of the other. The limits of the resulting band pass filter was chosen to
be from 3kHz to 13kHz based on the frequency generated by the moving scanner.
The signal has been shown to vary as cos(k0∆l), eqn. (7). The path diﬀerence
∆l is given by 2vt, where v is the scanner velocity and t is the time, since the light
has to move to and from the reference mirror. This gives
cos(k0∆l) = cos

2π
λ0
2vt

Comparing this to the general expression cos(2πft), where f is the frequency
modulation, we obtain
f =
2v
λ0
=
2 · 6mm/s
1545nm
= 7.8kHz
The A/D card has a number of diﬀerent settings accessible through the LabView
program run on the pc. The settings in turn control the resolution of the digitized
signal so that a resonable value for the limits must be chosen with caution. The
digital signal is then used as input for the LabView program mentioned earlier,
where the data can be saved for later study.
5.2 Noise and SNR, measurements and calcula-
tions
In this section we determine the noise through experimental measurements, and
construct a simple noise model from these experimental measurements. We further
discuss the noise sources that limit the system.
Spectrum of a signal measurement
To begin the inspection of the noise in the OCT system an FFT of the signal in
figure 3 has been done, although now the entire measurement has been used where
figure 3 only shows a small portion. The result is the spectrum of the noise and
can be seen in figure 17.
This plot shows several interesting phenomena. Firstly, the pass band region of
the filter is clearly visible, although the band is somewhat larger than the limits
chosen (3-13kHz) and the noise at the edges of the band is also larger than the
noise in the middle of the band. This structure must be an eﬀect of the type of
window used in the filter. The signal is seen as the peak at approximately 7kHz
and is very small, since the signal is weak and only constitutes a small portion
of the Fourier transformed data. The last detail one should notice in the plot is
the large peak close to zero, which a closer examination shows to be 50Hz noise
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Figure 17. This plot shows the spectrum of the noise in kHz. The pass band of the
filter is visible in the region from 3-14kHz, as well as the signal at approx. 7kHz.
The large peak is at 50Hz and is very prominant.
(the DC oﬀset is already subtracted). This 50Hz contribution is quite large when
compared to the the rest of the noise spectrum which seems to be more or less
”white”, in the sense that it is frequency independent.
Noise Determination
We wish to determine the optimal system parameters, such as the coupler split
ratio and reference reflectivity. Therefore a model is needed to determine both
the signal and the noise for diﬀerent parameters. Equations (13) and (14) allow
determination of the signal for diﬀerent parameters, because the powers Ps and
Pr are given by the equations in section 3. The noise however, will be shown
to deviate much from the theoretical expressions, and we therefore determine the
noise experimentally for diﬀerent levels of the DC photocurrent. The expected DC
photocurrent can be determined from the system parameters, Idc = ρ(Pr + Px),
as an expression for Px is also found in section 3, and from this value of Idc the
noise can be evaluated for any choice of parameters.
As mentioned in section 3.1, when considering the SNR, the interesting property
is the contrast. Hence, the noise is calculated from the ”noise floor”, where no
interference signal is detected.
The two setups used are the unbalanced system in figure 5, and the balanced
with four beamsplitters, figure 7. The balanced system with 4 beamsplitters was
used instead of the system with 3 beamsplitters (figure 6), because we did not
have fibers available with appropriate lengths for achieving the correct optical
path length. The balanced system with 4 beamsplitters obviously looses more
power, than the system with 3 beamsplitters, as can be seen from the figures
mentioned, because light is coupled out of the system at the power measurement
ports. The SNR is therefore lower.
The setup is built as described in section 5.1, with the exception, that a mirror
is used in the sample arm. This choice is made to obtain a simple interference
signal (as opposed to a medium with multiple-layers where several interference
signals occur), the reflectivity is known and greater signal power is obtained. When
considering the result it should, for that reason, be born in mind, that the SNR
will be considerably larger than the corresponding result for a biological sample.
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Figure 18. The experimental measurements and the 3rd degree polynomial fit for
the balanced system with 4 beam splitters, no attenuator and 20dB amplification of
the measured signal. This is used to estimate the noise as a function of the mean
photocurrent Idc. The noise variance is fitted with σ2v = aI3dc + bI2dc + cIdc + d,
where a = 3.70 · 10−11, b = −1.04 · 10−9, c = 3.83 · 10−8 and d = 7.34 · 10−8.
A measurement of the noise is done simply by making a data acquisition from
LabView of the output signal, when the optical path diﬀerence is much larger
than the coherence length, so that the interference signal is not observed. The
highest possible resolution of the A/D card is used. The noise is then calculated
using Matlab to find the variance from the data set, after the mean oﬀset has been
subtracted (there is a small DC oﬀset in the raw data). To measure the maximum
of the signal, the interference signal has to be detected. The data acquisition is
performed 20 times in order to get a mean value of the maximum. Again, Matlab
is employed to calculate the mean signal-maximum.
To see how the noise changes with the DC photocurrent, the above mentioned
measurements are performed at diﬀerent values of the SLD current. To find the
corresponding DC photocurrent, the power Pdc at the detector is measured with
a powermeter at the same SLD currents, and the photocurrent is calculated by
assuming that photocurrent is Idc = ρPdc for the unbalanced case and Idc =
ρ(Pdc,ref +Pdc,sig) for the balanced case, where Pdc,ref and Pdc,sig are the powers
measured at the ”Ref” and the ”Signal” detector ports respectively.
Modeling the noise
Two methods are used to model the noise versus DC photocurrent. The theoretical
model is based on the calculations in section 3. The experimental model uses a
3rd degree polynomium to estimate the noise as a function of the mean detector
photocurrent by fitting the data acquired from the measurements, see figure 18.
Notice that, when the term ’experimental model’ is used, the signal is still
calculated with equations (13) and (14), but now the noise is estimated using the
fitted polynomials. Measurements are made for an unbalanced system with the
amplifier set to 0dB and for a balanced system with the amplifier set to 0, 10 and
20dB respectively, with and without an attenuator on the detector ”Signal” port.
Since the theoretical model calculates the noise in ampere and the noise is
measured in volts, the theoretically calculated noise has to be converted to volts.
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Figure 19. The measured mean signal-maximum Vs,max versus the calculated mean
photocurrent Idc in the detector, for the case of balanced detection without an
attenuator, and without amplification. A fit to the experimental points is shown,
and from the slope of this fit the conversion factor is found to be 0.0467·106V/A.
For this reason a plot is made of the measured interference signal-maximum in
volts versus the dc photocurrent. From a linear regression the slope is derived and
directly used as a conversion factor since Idc = Is,max.
This can be seen from the following: The interference signal-maximum is given
by IP = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2, the filter removes the DC component I1 + I2, so that
only the interference term 2
√
I1I2 = 2I is recorded in LabView, assuming that
I1 = I2 = I when two mirrors are used. The powermeter only measures the DC
term (since the OPD is greater that the coherence length), which then becomes
I1 + I2 = 2I. The measured signal-maximum should therefore correspond to the
measured power, which can be converted to a photocurrent in the detector.
The conversion factor was found to increase by 10 and 20dB respectively, when
these amplifications were used, as expected. The conversion factor was also found
to be diﬀerent for unbalanced detection, balanced detection without an attenua-
tor and for balanced detection with an attenuator. This is probably because the
internal detector gain is dependent on whether it is set for balanced or unbalanced
detection, and dependent of the ratio between the power on the ”Signal” and the
”Ref” input port. The conversion factors are shown in Appendix B.
When using the model, the following limitations should be kept in mind.
The experimental measurements are made with two mirrors, which makes the
beat noise proportional to PrPx ≈ I2dc/4. When the experimental model is used
on a balanced system and the sample reflectivity is much lower than the reference
reflectivity, the beat noise is over-estimated since now PrPx  I2dc, giving a lower
beat noise than if two mirrors were used. The fitted polynomials therefore give the
best estimate for the noise when the sample and reference reflectivities are equal.
These noise measurements are system specific: we determine the noise added
anywhere between the detector and the computer. The contributions from the dif-
ferent components (detector, amplifier, filter, A/D converter, etc.) are all lumped
together, to determine the noise for the specific system at hand. This is not a very
general method, but could be used when one seeks to use more optimal beamsplit-
ters or attenuation of the reference power. For a general theoretical treatment, see
[14].
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Figure 20. Plot of noise versus DC photocurrent for an unbalanced system using
the theoretical model and the experimental data. The asterixes are experimental
values. The experimental curve has a larger oﬀset and experiences a larger increase
with the photocurrent, than the curve based on theoretical calculations.
Finally, when deriving equation (5), it was assumed that the interfering light
beams have the same polarization, but in the experiments unpolarized light was
used. However, this should only change the results slightly.
Default choice of parameters in the models: ∆λFWHM = 62nm, λ0 = 1545nm,
B = 10kHz and V = 0. When nothing else is stated, an input noise current
(INC) of 3pA/
√
Hz has been assumed for the theoretical model. The data points
are connected by straight lines for ease of comparison. The matlab code can be
seen in Appendix C.
Unbalanced system In figure 20 a linear plot of the noise versus the DC pho-
tocurrent is shown without amplification. The oﬀset of the theoretical plot, caused
by reciever noise, is negligible and can not be seen in the figure. Since the noise
is proportional to the square of the mean detector photocurrent σ2theoretical ∝
Idc + I
2
dc, the graph has the form of a parabola. The plot of the experimental
measurements, however, does not have the same shape, it has a larger oﬀset and
a negative curvature. The larger oﬀset indicates that the intensity-independent
noise is larger than the receiver noise used in the theoretical model, this could be
caused by the internal detector amplification of the receiver noise and addition of
noise not included in the theoretical model as discussed in the section below.
Figure 21 shows again the noise versus DC photocurrent, but now on a semilog
scale. The two plots now show a uniform behavior. The reason for this seems
to be that a constant multiplicative factor of the noise has been left out of the
theoretical model, possibly coming from the internal detector gain.
To closer examine the observations from before the theoretical plot in figure 22
has been multiplied by a factor 2.42 and a constant of 3.65·10−8V 2 has been added.
This gives a somewhat reasonable match with the experimental measurements.
Balanced system Figure 23 shows the noise versus the DC photocurrent for
a balanced system on a log scale. The 10dB diﬀerence between the experimental
curves are observed for large Idc. However, for low Idc, it is seen that the 10dB
curve and the 0dB curve flattens out at a certain value, approx. 3-4·10−8V 2.
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Figure 21. The same plot as the previous figure, but on a semilog scale.
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Figure 22. The experimentally measured noise and the theoretically calculated noise
modified by multiplication and addition of an intensity-independent term, for an
unbalanced system.
This indicates that there is an additional noise which is not amplified, i.e. the
noise is added after the amplifier. This could be 50Hz noise picked up in cables,
connections or the A/D card. The 50Hz noise is known to be present in the system,
see figures 3 and 17, and was observed even after filtering supporting the postulate
that the noise is added after filtering. This 50Hz noise could also arise if not all
components have a common ground, [8].
Again the theoretical noise is lower than the measured noise and except from
the change caused by the noise after amplification the shape is the same. The
theoretical noise is multiplied with a constant and added with the minimum noise
from the noise measurements, and the resulting plot is seen in figure 24. When
an attenuator is used, the result shown in figure 25 is obtained (for more figures
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Figure 23. The noise measured at 3 diﬀerent amplifier settings for the balanced
system without an attenuator, with the theoretically calculated noise, multiplied by
1, 10 and 100 for simulation of amplification.
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Figure 24. The same plot as before, but now the theoretical noise has been modi-
fied by multiplication and addition of an intensity-independent term, to show that
internal detector gain and a post-filter noise addition could explain the diﬀerence
between the theory and experiment.
with attenuator see Appendix A). The modified theoretical model seems to fit
quite well to the experimental measurement in both cases. This supports the
presumption, that the noise is amplified in the detector and that an additional
noise is added after amplification/filtering. It is seen that the noise level is lower,
when an attenuator is used.
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Figure 25. Again the same plot as before, but now an attenuator is used in the
balanced system with four couplers.
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Figure 26. SNR (dB) versus reflectivity for diﬀerent values of input noise current
(pA/
√
Hz), obtained using the theoretical model. It is readily seen that the optimal
reflectivity decreases as the INC decreases. Pso is set to 1mW , Γs = 0.0001, Γx =
0.01, and the coupler split ratio K is set to 1/2.
Modeling of SNR versus splitting ratios and reflectivity
A theoretical model of SNR versus splitting ratios is made from the theoretical
expression as was done in the noise modeling. Now the splitting ratio of interest
is varied from 0.01 to 0.99, and for each of these values the powers Pr, Ps, Px are
calculated. Using expressions for mean-square photocurrent and noise the SNR is
calculated
In figure 26 a plot of the SNR versus the reflectivity is shown for diﬀerent values
of the input noise current (INC) . The theoretical model is used. It is seen that
the maximum SNR is reached at lower reflectivities, when the INC is decreased.
For INC = 300pA/
√
Hz the maximum is reached at a reflectivity close to 0.4. For
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Figure 27. SNR versus reflectivity R for diﬀerent values of source power Pso,
obtained using the experimental model. The SNR increases monotonically with the
reflectivity, indicating a large noise floor. Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler
split ratio K is set to 1/2.
INC = 3pA/
√
Hz the optimum reflectivity is close to 10−2, indicating that the
maximum moves asymptotically towards zero. This means that, when the noise in
the detector is very low, the reference signal should be attenuated. On the other
hand, when the detector noise is high, the signal from the reference should be as
large as possible. The reason, why attenuation of the reference is advantageous,
is that the shot noise and excess intensity noise is reduced. So, if the intensity-
independent noise is not negligible, there is no pay oﬀ in attenuating the reference
power.
The same situation is shown in figure 27, where the experimental model is used.
The three plots is made for diﬀerent values of the source power. As expected the
SNR increases with the source power. However, Podoleanu [14] has shown, that
there is a maximum limit for the source power above which the SNR does not
increase further. This is not seen in the mentioned plot, since a further increase
in the source power, would give a theoretical mean photocurrent Idc greater than
measured experimentally, and would thus force us to extrapolate beyond the data
points, and we have chosen to focus on the actual attainable limits with the
given system. The deviation between the theoretical and the measured Idc can be
accounted for by losses in e.g. fiber connections and couplers. It is seen that the
SNR increases monotonically, when the reflectivity is increased. The reason to this
must be that there is a larger noise floor than the input current noise given in the
detector manual [12]. This corresponds to the discussion in the previous section,
where the noise floor is estimated to be 3.65 · 10−8V 2.
Corresponding 3D plots of figure 29 can be seen in figures 44, 45 and 46 in
Appendix A.
A plot of the SNR versus K1, for diﬀerent values of input noise current, using
the theoretical model is shown in figure 28. It is seen that the maximum SNR
occurs for higher values of K1, when the noise in the detector is lowered. This is
further explained below.
The influence of the splitting ratio of the first coupler is examined in figure 29.
The graph shows the SNR as a function of the splitting ratio and diﬀerent amplifier
settings. When the splitting ratio, K1 = 0 all the light goes to the reference arm,
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Figure 28. SNR versus coupler splitting ratio K1 with 3 diﬀerent receiver input
noise currents, for a balanced system with four couplers and no attenuator. Pso
is set to 1mW , R = 0.9, Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler split ratios K2
and K3 are set to 1/2.
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Figure 29. SNR versus coupler splitting ratio K1 with 0, 10 and 20dB amplifi-
cation, for a balanced system with four couplers and no attenuator. Pso is set to
0.4mW , R = 0.7, Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and all the coupler split ratios K2 and
K3 are set to 1/2.
whereas a value of 1 means that all the light impinges on the sample. It is observed
that the SNR is maximized at K1 = 0.65, with no amplification of the signal.
When the signal is amplified the optimal splitting ratio for K1 nearly reaches
0.8 with 10dB amplification and just exceeds 0.8, when the signal is amplified
20dB. This leads to the same conclusion as in the theoretical plot (figure 28):
when the intensity-independent noise is negligible, it is advantageous to send more
light to the sample (which has a lower reflectivity than the reference), since this
gives less intensity-dependent noise. This means that the eﬀect of amplifying the
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Figure 30. For 0dB, 10dB and 20dB the optimal split ratios and corresponding
SNR are respectively: K1 = 0.53 giving SNR = 42dB, K1 = 0.66 giving SNR =
49dB and K1 = 0.77 giving SNR = 54dB.
measured signal is to lift the signal above the noisefloor, making it insensitive to
the small noise added somewhere after amplification/filtering. As seen in figure 23,
the intensity-independent noise is dominating (for small values of Idc) when the
signal is not amplified. For small intensities the noise is therefore approximately
constant and since the signal is proportional to Pr · Ps ∝ (1−K1) ·K1 the SNR
maximizes when the splitting ratio K1 is close to 0.5. As the signal is amplified
the shot noise will be more dominating and the optimal splitting ratio should
therefore approach the theoretical value: K1 = 0.87 (figure 43 in Appendix A). It
is seen that the SNR improves significantly from 0 to 10dB amplification (7−8dB
SNR improvement at the maximum), but from 10 to 20dB amplification, only a
small improvement in SNR is observed.
In figure 30 the same plot is shown, for the case when an attenuator is added
to the system. Here it is interesting to notice that although the detector should
give better noise rejection when an attenuator is used, and the noise indeed was
measured to be smaller (figure 25), this is not suﬃcient to compensate for the
attenuation of the signal, since the SNR is seen to be lower than when no atten-
uator is used. This is because the noise added after the amplification/filitering is
still present (the ”noisefloor”) and dominates for low intensities, thereby burying
the improved noise rejection of the detector. However, when 20dB amplification
is used, the detector noise is lifted above this noisefloor, and the signal is no
longer limited by the noisefloor. Therefore when 0 and 10dB amplification is used,
the SNR is lower when an attenuator is used, but is slightly better when 20dB
amplification is used, compared to the same amplifications without an attenuator.
Modeling of SNR versus mean photocurrent
The mean signal maximum was measured experimentally and so an experimental
value for the SNR can be determined. The plot in figure 31 shows that using the
experimental model gives a much better agreement with experimental data than
the theoretical model, as expected. It seems that the signal is determined reason-
ably when calculated with equation (13). The plot shows the SNR increases with
the mean photocurrent Idc, as expected, and seems to approach the theoretical
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Figure 31. The SNR is calculated with the theoretical and experimental model, and
compared with the experimental data. For the theoretical calculations Pso is varied
from 5µW to 0.5mW , R = Γs = Γx = 0.5, and the coupler split ratio K is set to
1/2.
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Figure 32. For the theoretical calculations Pso is varied from 4.5µW to 0.45mW ,
R = 0.6, Γs = Γx = 0.8, and all the coupler split ratios K1, K2 and K3 are set to
1/2.
value as the current increases.
The influence of the mean photocurrent Idc on the SNR is show in figure 32,
where three values of amplification is applied to the signal. In this plot both the
theoretical model, experimental model and measurements are examined. The the-
oretical and experimental curve is seen to have same form although the magnitude
predicted by the theoretical model is to high, due to an under estimation of the
noise in the theoretical model. The three series of experimental measurements and
the corresponding experimental models all show a good match, both in the form
and magnitude. If the signal is not amplified the curve shows a monotone increase
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Figure 33. For the theoretical calculations Pso is varied from 5.4µW to 0.54mW ,
R = Γs = Γx = 0.6, and all coupler split ratios K1,K2 and K3 are set to 1/2.
in the SNR as the photocurrent increases, but seems to approach a maximum
asymptotically, as shown theoretically by Podoleanu [14]. With an amplification
of the signal of 10 or 20dB the SNR now begins to decrease slightly when Idc
reaches a certain threshold (Idc * 30µA). This is also predicted by the experimen-
tal model. Between the curve showing no amplification and the next with 10dB
amplification there is a proportionally large jump compared with the separation
between the 10 and 20dB amplification plots, which is the same phenomenon
observed in figure 29 and 30 (see discussion of these plots).
For large mean photocurrents the experimental measurements of the SNR are
seen to converge at same level, since both the signal and pre-filter noise are am-
plified equally and the post-filter noise is negligible. At smaller photocurrents the
SNR is improved by amplification of the signal, because the post-filter noise will
dominate this region.
An attenuator is added to the system and the measurements above is repeated.
This gives figure 33, where the theoretical model, experimental model and mea-
surements are compared. The correspondence between the experimental model
and the experimental measurements is not as good as in figure 32. This could
be caused by the use of diﬀerent parameters in the experimental model, such as
Pso and Γs, when plotting the figures. The parameters are not the same as in
the experiments, since this would give a calculated Idc greater than measured and
so extrapolation of the data would be necessary. This may be because calcula-
tion of the maximum signal in the SNR does not account for losses in the optical
components, and so has been given a too high value in the experimental model.
The general shape of the individual plots has not changed with the addition of an
attenuator, as of course it should not.
5.3 Imaging of biological tissue
A series of images were made with the 1545 nm OCT system for the unbalanced
as well as the balanced setup. The motivation is to examine how suitable a 1.5µm
system is to image biological tissue. Therefore it is very interesting to compare with
images made at another wavelength. A permanent setup of a 1.3µm OCT system
was available in the laboratory, and images were made with this system under the
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Figure 34. This is what an OCT image generally looks like. The image is color-
coded, so that strong reflections are red and weak ones are yellow, green or blue.
same conditions as the 1.5µm system in order to allow comparison. Images are
also made with a diﬀerent technique, confocal microscopy, for comparison. The
following images have a scale on the right side, where a constant refractive index
of 1.4 has been assumed for simplicity.
The OCT image
To make an OCT image the setup described in section 5.1 is used. The image is
recorded one axial scan at a time, which is done by moving the reference mirror a
certain distance and back again. The sample fiber is move laterally and another
axial scan is recorded. A typical number of scans is 200, moving the lightbeam e.g.
5 or 10µm laterally each scan. The raw data from the measurement are saved in
binary file format since the amount of data is quite large. A computer program,
ViewerSave, was employed to convert the data to a false-color image. The samples
used in the measurements are:
• An onion
• A mouse biopsy
• An artery biopsy
An example of an OCT image is shown in figure 34. The colors are interpreted in
the following way: red corresponds to a strong signal and as the signal gets weaker
the color turns from yellow to green - blue corresponds to the weakest signal. The
color-coding uses a logarithmic scale so that smaller signals are emphasized. The
images show a cross section of the sample, where the sample-surface is at the top
of the image and moving vertically down corresponds to moving deeper into the
sample.
As can be seen in most of the images, there is a vertical displacement of some of
the scans. This is caused by the scanner, when it does not return to the exact same
initial position. These displacements could be corrected by a computer program.
However, none of the shown images are corrected, since the primary focus of this
project has been to analyse the SNR of the system.
Image of an onion When examining the onion no glass plate was situated in
front of the sample. The onion shell was simply attached to a cardboard placed
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Figure 35. This OCT image show a thin slice of onion attached to a glass capillary
which in turn is attached to a piece of cardboard.
vertically. The penetration depth in the images is quite large, about 2mm without
amplification. The images of the onion as shown here were all made with the
1.5µm system.
A glass capillary tube is used to obtain a well-known reference in the image. In
figure 35 an image, of a very thin layer of onion stuck on a piece of tape, is shown.
The tape is attached to the cardboard, with the capillary between the tape and
cardboard, perpendicular to the lateral scan direction. The onion is seen in the
top of the image (0.3mm). Further down the front wall of the capillary is seen at
0.4mm and 0.5mm, since both the front and back edge of the wall give reflections.
The structures at 1.6mm and 1.8mm may be the back walls of the glass and the
cardboard. As seen, OCT images can be diﬃcult to decipher. The image covers a
lateral distance of 1mm, with 200 depth-scans each separated by 5µm.
In figure 36 the capillary is pushed into a larger piece of onion and again placed
perpendicular to the scan direction. The capillary is seen in the right side of
the picture as two parallel yellow lines (approximately 0.6 and 0.7mm into the
sample), which corresponds to the beginning and end of the glass capillary. It is
even possible to see the curvature of the capillary.
Again the image is 1mm across and the interesting features of the image extends
to a depth of just under 0.8mm. In both images of the onion each vertical scan
line has been copied twice to ease the study of the pictures. Also both images were
recorded with an amplification of 20dB.
Comparison between 1.3 and 1.5 µm systems
Mouse biopsy In figure 37 two images of a mouse biopsy is shown. The
images are made with the same power impinging the samples, but with diﬀerent
wavelengths, and the color codes are the same for both images. The measurements
are made without moving the sample, and both uses 200 scans with a spacing of
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Figure 36. A glass capillary inserted into a piece of onion. This image was made
with the unbalanced setup and the 1545nm Superlum source.
Figure 37. Two OCT images of a mouse biopsy. Left: The image is recorded using
the 1300nm AFC source. Right: This image is recorded using the 1545nm Superlum
source. Both samples cover a lateral distance of 1mm (or 2mm)
5µm to cover 1mm of the sample (lateral distance). The signal was amplified by
20dB before it passed the filter.
To change from one system to the other the collimators at the sample arm
and the reference arm is replaced. Hence, the two measurements are probably
not made at excactly the same spot on the sample, and the sample collimator
may be slightly diﬀerently placed with respect to the lens. The biopsy is taken
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from the skin on the belly of a white mouse and the images are seen to be quite
homogeneous.
The red border at the top stems from the glass surface. It is possible to see
about 1 mm into the sample. The thin line deep into the picture stems from a side
lobe of the glass surface, or unwanted internal reflections in the system. The two
lines which are only in the 1.3µm system are most likely ghosts from undesired
reflection inside the system.
The main feature of these images is a very uniform layer just beneath the glass
surface. This layer extends to a depth of approximately 0.9mm in the 1300nm
image and 0.7mm in the 1545nm image, and looks qualitatively similar in the
two images, although the individual blops in the layer mentioned are generally
larger and more separated in the 1300nm image than in the 1545nm one. However
the penetration depth seems to be similar for both systems, taking the vertical
alignment of the two images into account, with a slightly larger depth in the
1300nm image.
It was expected beforehand that the 1545nm system would have a larger pen-
etration depth than the 1300nm system, which is due to the decrease in the
scattering of light at higher wavelengths. This is not observed in the two images,
but may be caused by a slight misalignent of the sample collimator, as this was
replaced when making the 1545nm image.
Artery biopsy The next set of images (fig. 38) a biopsy on an artery is shown.
As before the power of the sources has be adjusted so the light reaching the sample
has the same intensity in both cases. The first image was done using the 1300nm
source while the second one uses the 1545nm source, although for both images the
fiber-system were the same, i.e. when changing from 1.3 to 1.5µm systems only
the source were changed. This way of changing the wavelength means that the
system itself is handled as little as possible, so that the sample should be imaged
at exactly the same place.
As with the mouse biopsy there are a red line in the top of both images coming
from the glass-tissue junction. On both sides (top and bottom) of this red line a
thinner, lighter line is seen. These lines are most likely side lobes from the glass-
tissue junction. Further in the sample (0.9, 1.0 and 1.5mm in the left image and
0.4, 1.0 and 1.5mm in the right image) several more lines are seen, which as before
could be side lobes from other reflections in the tissue, or they could be ghosts
from the system itself.
The sample can be seen to slope downwards from right to left in both images,
and it can be seen to be distanced slightly away from the glass surface (at a depth
of 0.7mm in average). This means that the sample was not in contact with the
glass surface during the measurement and that it has been placed at an angle in
respect to the glass.
In the middle of the picture (vertical distance), where the sample is seen, the
intensity of the reflections from the 1300nm system is quite a lot stronger than
the ones from the 1545nm system. This is due to the setup of the measurement,
where both sources were coupled to the same fibers. This means that the light
from the 1545nm source propagated through fibers designed for 1300nm light.
This may have caused some attenuation of the light from the 1545nm source. It
was also known that the 1300nm 3dB attenuator at the balanced detector, causes
a 4.5dB attenuation of the 1500nm light, thus reducing the possibility of a direct
comparison of the two images.
As before only one layer of tissue can be seen, which means that the artery
imaged is homogeneous down to 1.2-1.3µm as seen in the left image of figure 38.
The remarks about penetration depth from the previous section should also be
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Figure 38. Comparison between two OCT images. Left: Image recorded using the
1300nm AFC source. Right: Image recorded using the 1545nm Superlum source.
applicable here, but again the depth imaged seems to be somewhat larger in the
1300nm system.
6 Conclusion
3 diﬀerent light sources have been examined for use in OCT imaging: a commercial
1.3µm and a commercial 1.5µm source were compared, and an inexpensive 1.5µm
source from the company Giga was also examined. The spectra of the two 1.5µm
light sources were measured and Fourier transformed. This showed that the Giga
SLD could have promising uses in OCT, as long as attention is payed to the
possible problems of the side lobes. It was also seen that the Superlum SLD should
be very useful in OCT, since it should oﬀer ∼10µm resolution and the side lobes
are practically non-existent.
A 1.5µm OCT system was built in both an unbalanced and a balanced setup.
This system was used for measuring signal and noise as a function of the mean
photocurrent in the detector when using mirrors in both the reference and sample
arms. These data were then used to construct a model for estimating the SNR
for any choice of system parameters, such as the reflectivity of the sample or the
reference. It was seen that this model gives a SNR estimation closer to the exper-
imentally measured SNR, than if the noise had only been calculated theoretically.
This model was used for finding the optimal coupler split ratios and optimal ref-
erence reflectivity for diﬀerent system parameters, e.g. it was shown that for low
input noise current in the receiver, attenuation of the reference would improve
the SNR in unbalanced systems. However, the experimental model suggested that
attenuation would not improve the SNR with the system at hand. For balanced
systems it was shown that coupler split ratios of 50/50 are not optimal in most
cases; using a 25/75 coupler split ratio instead could improve the SNR when 20dB
amplification of the measured signal is used (this should also be applicable for
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greater amplification, say 40dB).
The noise measurements also revealed a large amount of 50Hz noise, apparently
picked up somewhere after filtering. It was seen that this 50Hz noise was the
dominant noise for low intensities, when no amplification of the measured signal
was used. However, it was seen that setting the amplifier to 20dB was suﬃcient to
overcome this limitation and allow the shot and beat noise to become dominant
at low intensities.
Finally, the system was used for OCT imaging of diﬀerent samples, using the
1.3µm source and the Superlum 1.5µm SLD. Although use of a 1.5µm source
should allow deeper penetration into the examined medium due to less scattering
at greater wavelengths, this was not observed when using the mouse biopsy as
a sample. This could be explaned if e.g. the collimator was placed slightly worse
with respect to the lens, when changing the collimator for using the 1.5µm source
for imaging. The two sources were also used on the same artery biopsy. For the
artery biopsy the images were obtained at the same locations in the sample, but
this could only be done by using the 1.3µm fiber system for both the 1.3µm
source and the 1.5µm source, and this may have caused greater energy losses in
the system when using the 1.5µm source. The biopsy images can therefore not be
used directly for comparing the penetration depth.
6.1 Prospects
It was shown that the SNR should improve when e.g. a 25/75 coupler split ratio
is used in a balanced setup. This would be interesting to confirm experimentally.
Further comparisons of the 1.3µm and the 1.5µm penetration depths could also
be made, since the measurements at hand were not conclusive. The experimental
measurements and modelling could also be done on a balanced system with 3
couplers.
Although the post-filtering 50Hz noise is not really a problem when suﬃcient
amplification of the measured signal is used, eﬀorts should be made to find the
cause and eliminate it; e.g. it could be examined if the system is suﬃciently
grounded to a single point.
Additionally, measurements with an alternative low-noise amplifier could be em-
ployed, to test whether the 50Hz noise was added at the output of the filter. Such
a special-built amplifier was readily available in the lab, but further measurements
were outside the timeframe of the project.
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Appendix
A Additional plots
The plot in figure 39 shows the theoretically calculated SNR for an unbalanced
system, as a function of the reflectivity R and the receiver input noise current
(INC).
Figure 39. SNR versus the reflectivity and input noise current for an unbalanced
system. Pso is set to 1mW , Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler split ratio K
is set to 1/2.
It is seen that for a high INC ( ∼ 10−10pA/
√
Hz), the reflectivity should be as
large as possible, but for a low INC ( ∼ 10−12pA/
√
Hz) the reference should be
attenuated to achieve a SNR improvement.
Figure 40 shows a plot of the estimated SNR as a function of the reflectivity
R and the source power Pso, using the experimental model for the unbalanced
system. It is seen that an attenuation of the reference mirror would not have im-
proved the SNR, under the given system conditions. The maximum source power
in figure 40 is 0.5mW , since it was found that further increasing the power would
give a greater Idc than measured experimentally, and thus require extrapolation
beyond the datapoints, as mentioned in the report. An amplification of the mea-
sured signal might improve the system conditions such that attenuation of the
reference would further improve the SNR, as suggested by figure 26.
The plot in figure 41 is a linear version of the one in figure 23, where both
the theoretical model and the experimental measurements are seen. The parabolic
shape of the curves is clearly seen, although the plot for the experimental mea-
surements with the signal amplified by 20dB dominates the visible area of the
plot, which makes a comparison diﬃcult.
In figure 23 a series of plots of the noise as a function of the mean photocurrent
Idc is shown at diﬀerent amplifications. These plots cover a system without an
attenuator, whereas the plots in figure 42 cover a system with an attenuator.
Again the noise level is seen to be slightly lower, for high values of the mean
photocurrent, than for the same system without an attenuator.
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Figure 40. This plot shows the estimated SNR as a function of the reflectivity
R and the source power Pso, using the experimental model. Pso is varied from
5·10−6W to 5·10−4W . The coupler split ratio K is set to 1/2, Γs = 0.0001 and
Γx = 0.01.
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Figure 41. Noise versus dc photocurrent for a balanced system. One plot uses the
theoretical model. Three plots based on experimental measurement, for diﬀerent
amplifications. For the theoretical plot, an INC of 3pA/
√
Hz has been assumed.
Figure 43 shows the SNR as a function of the coupler split ratio K1 and the
reflectivity R, for the balanced system with 4 couplers, without an attenuator,
using the theoretical model. It is seen that attenuation of the reference would only
degrade the SNR, but choosing a split ratio diﬀerent from 50/50 could improve
the SNR. In the unbalanced setup, directing more light towards the sample would
mean that more light was also directed back to the source and thereby lost. In
the balanced setup however, more light can be be directed towards the sample,
without more light being fed back to the source. Including the fact that intensity
noise is suppressed in balanced detection and that Γs,Γx  R, these properties
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Figure 42. For the theoretical plot, an INC of 3pA/
√
Hz has been assumed.
Figure 43. A plot of the estimated SNR versus the coupler split ratio K1 and
the reflectivity R, for the balanced system with 4 couplers, without an attenuator,
using the theoretical model. The source power Pso was set to 1mW, Γs = 0.0001,
Γx = 0.01, K2 = K3 = 1/2, and an INC value of 3pA/
√
Hz was assumed. The
maximum SNR = 73.3dB is obtained when R is maximized and K1 = 0.87.
ensure that attenuation of the reference is not necessary, and that directing more
light towards the sample is advantageous.
Figures 44, 45 and 46 show the SNR as a function of the reflectivity and the
splitting ratio for 0, 10 and 20dB amplification, respectively. The experimental
model is used. It is seen, when comparing the three figures, that the optimal
splitting ratio K1 increases with the amplification.
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Figure 44. SNR versus reflectivity R and splitting ratio, K1. The experimental
model is used. Pso is set to 0.3mW , Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler split
ratios K2 and K3 are set to 1/2. The optimal split ratio K1 is 0.65 with maximized
R giving a SNR = 44dB.
Figure 45. SNR versus reflectivity R and splitting ratio, K1. The experimental
model is used. Pso is set to 0.3mW , Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler split
ratios K2 and K3 are set to 1/2. The optimal split ratio K1 is 0.79 with maximized
R giving a SNR = 51dB.
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Figure 46. SNR versus reflectivity R and splitting ratio, K1, using the experimental
mode.. Pso is set to 0.3mW , Γs = 0.0001, Γx = 0.01, and the coupler split ratios
K2 and K3 are set to 1/2. The optimal split ratio K1 is 0.83 with maximized R
giving a SNR = 51dB.
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B Calculated conversion factors
These conversion factors were found experimentally as described in section 5.2
and used in the experimental model.
Unbalanced 0.0824·106V/A
Balanced, without attenuator, 0dB amplification 0.0467·106V/A
Balanced, without attenuator, 10dB amplification 0.149·106V/A
Balanced, without attenuator, 20dB amplification 0.471·106V/A
Balanced, with attenuator, 0dB amplification 0.0290·106V/A
Balanced, with attenuator, 10dB amplification 0.0917·106V/A
Balanced, with attenuator, 20dB amplification 0.290·106V/A
C Matlab code used for the ex-
perimental model
Only the code used for the balanced system with an attenuator is shown, as the
code used for the unbalanced system and the balanced system without attenuator
is very similar.
noiseplot Idc.m:
% Balanced, 4 splitters, 4.5dB attenuator (datafiles: w3dBwcut.xls,
% w3dBwcut_10dBfilter.xls, w3dBwcut_20dBfilter.xls)
% Plots the theoretical and the experimentally measured noise (V_ms)
% as a function of I_dc.
clear
% System parameters
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
% Electric detection bandwidth
b = 10*10^3;
% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unpolarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
% The noise was measured for I_dc varying from 0 to 45muA
I_dc = linspace(0,45,100);
% In the experiments two mirrors were used and only 50/50 couplers,
% so I_r = I_x = 1/2 * I_dc
I_r = 0.5 * I_dc;
I_x = I_r;
for i =1:100
% The factor 0.029 V/A is the estimated impedance,
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% converting the theoretical current into voltage
noise_theor(i) = (0.029E6)^2 *
noise_of_Idc_theoretical(I_r(i)*1E-6,I_x(i)*1E-6,b,delta_nu,v);
end
% The experimentally determined noise, pointwise
I_dc_point = [0 0.034 1.876 25.46 38.69 41.21];
noise_exper_point = [3.69E-08 3.53E-08 3.94E-08 4.59E-08 6.71E-08 6.93E-08];
noise_exper_point_10dB = [4.55E-08 4.48E-08 4.73E-08 1.47E-07 3.46E-07 3.69E-07];
noise_exper_point_20dB = [1.01E-07 1.00E-07 1.12E-07 9.89E-07 2.81E-06 3.35E-06];
hold on
plot(I_dc,noise_theor,’b’, I_dc,10*noise_theor,’g’, I_dc,10^2*noise_theor,’r’)
plot(I_dc_point,noise_exper_point,’b*-’)
plot(I_dc_point,noise_exper_point_10dB,’g*-’)
plot(I_dc_point,noise_exper_point_20dB,’r*-’)
xlabel(’I_d_c [10^-^6 A]’), ylabel(’Noise_m_s [V^2]’),
title(’Balanced system with 4 couplers and attenuator’)
legend(’Theoretical’,’Theoretical+10dB’,’Theoretical+20dB’,
’Experimental’,’Experimental with 10dB amp.’,’Experimental with 20dB amp.’)
hold off
find fit.m:
% Makes fit to experimental data
clear
I_dc_point = [0 0.0453666 2.441153 33.22953 50.61081 53.8827];
noise_exper_point = [1.01E-07 1.00E-07 1.12E-07 9.89E-07 2.81E-06 3.35E-06];
parameters = nlinfit(I_dc_point,noise_exper_point,’third_order_polyn’,
[1E-10 1E-10 1E-10 3E-8])
a = parameters(1);
b = parameters(2);
c = parameters(3);
d = parameters(4);
%e = parameters(5);
I_dc = linspace(0,55,100);
noise_fitted = a*I_dc.^3 + b*I_dc.^2 + c*I_dc + d;
plot(I_dc,noise_fitted,I_dc_point,noise_exper_point,’*-’)
xlabel(’I_d_c [10^-^6 A]’), ylabel(’Noise_m_s [V^2]’)
title(’Balanced system, 4 splitters, with attenuator’)
legend(’Fit to data’,’Experimental data’)
third order polyn.m:
% Model used by find_fit.m. Fits to a 3rd order polynomial
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function [P] = third_order_polyn(parameters,I_dc)
a = parameters(1);
b = parameters(2);
c = parameters(3);
d = parameters(4);
P = a*I_dc.^3 + b*I_dc.^2 + c*I_dc + d;
noise of Idc theoretical.m:
% Balanced detection with 4 couplers and a 4.5dB attenuator (0.353)
% Calculates theoretical noise (mean-square) contributions as a function of I_dc
function [noise] = noise_of_Idc_theoretical(I_r,I_x,b,delta_nu,v)
% 4,5 dB attenuator, 1545nm
d = 0.353;
sigma_re = (3*10^-12)^2 * b;
sigma_sh = 2 * (1+d) * 1.6*10^-19 * (I_r+I_x) * b;
sigma_be = (1+d) * 4 *(1+v^2) * I_r * I_x * b/delta_nu;
noise = sigma_re + sigma_sh + sigma_be;
snrplot vs Idc 2D.m:
% Balanced detection, 4 splitters, with 4.5dB attenuation (a 3dB 1300nm attenuator)
% Plots the SNR as a function of the I_dc in 3 ways:
% 1) Theoretically
% 2) Theoretically calculated I_s but experimentally measured noise
% 3) Experimentally
% Datafiles used: Balanced noise_w3dBwcut.xls, Balanced noise_w3dBwcut_10dBfilter.xls
% og Balanced noise_w3dBwcut_20dBfilter.xls
clear
% System parameters
% 4.5dB attenuation
att = 0.353;
% Parameters used to fit to 3rd order polynomial. Found using find_fit.m
a_0dB = 3.9200e-013;
b_0dB = -1.7980e-011;
c_0dB = 4.6348e-010;
d_0dB = 3.6766e-008;
a_10dB = 2.6629e-012;
b_10dB = -9.1704e-011;
c_10dB = 3.4691e-009;
d_10dB = 4.3593e-008;
a_20dB = 2.0228e-011;
b_20dB = -1.3955e-010;
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c_20dB = 9.0289e-009;
d_20dB = 9.7388e-008;
% The SNR is plotted for values of P_so from P_so_init to 100*P_so_init
P_so_init =5.4E-6;
% Detector responsivity [A/W]
rho = 1;
% Perhaps this is not optimal, but was used in the experiments
K1 = 0.5;
K2 = 0.5;
K3 = 0.5;
% Reflection coefficients, estimated for two mirrors
gamma_s = 0.6;
gamma_x = 0.6;
R = 0.6;
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
% Electric detection bandwidth
B = 10*10^3;
% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unploarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
% The receiver noise is set to the noise equivalent power, NEP
NEP = 3E-12;
for P_so = 1:100
P_r = 1/2 * P_so * P_so_init * (1-K1) * K3 * (1-K3) * R;
P_s = 1/2 * P_so * P_so_init * K1 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_s;
P_x = 1/2 * P_so * P_so_init * K1 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_x;
% 0.0824E6 is the estimated impedance, converting current to voltage
V2_s_theor(P_so) = (0.0467E6)^2 * ((1+att)*2)^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_s_theor(P_so) = ((1+att)*2)^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_dc(P_so) = (1+att)*rho*(P_r + P_x);
if I_dc(P_so) > 55E-6
I_dc(P_so)
P_so
error(’I_dc larger than 55muA. There are no experimental data
for this parameter domain. Turn source power P_so down.’)
end
sigma2_v_exper_0dB(P_so) = a_0dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^3 +
b_0dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^2 + c_0dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6) + d_0dB;
SNR_exper_noise_0dB(P_so) = 10*log10(V2_s_theor(P_so) / sigma2_v_exper_0dB(P_so));
sigma2_v_exper_10dB(P_so) = a_10dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^3 +
b_10dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^2 + c_10dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6) + d_10dB;
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SNR_exper_noise_10dB(P_so) = 10*log10(10*V2_s_theor(P_so) / sigma2_v_exper_10dB(P_so));
sigma2_v_exper_20dB(P_so) = a_20dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^3 +
b_20dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6)^2 + c_20dB*(I_dc(P_so)*1E6) + d_20dB;
SNR_exper_noise_20dB(P_so) = 10*log10(10^2*V2_s_theor(P_so) / sigma2_v_exper_20dB(P_so));
sigma2_i_theor(P_so) = 2*1.6E-19*I_dc(P_so)*B +
2*(1+att)^2*(1+v^2)*rho^2*P_r*P_x*B/delta_nu + NEP^2*B;
SNR_theor(P_so) = 10*log10(I_s_theor(P_so) / sigma2_i_theor(P_so));
end
I_dc_exper = 1E-6 * [2.441153 33.22953 50.61081 53.8827];
I_dc_exper_10dB = 1E-6 * [0.0453666 2.441153 33.22953 50.61081 53.8827];
SNR_exper_0dB = [51.83038618 73.16426167 75.03661936 75.44912458];
SNR_exper_10dB = [23.6102406 61.0370322 78.11250528 77.91250457 78.18693809];
SNR_exper_20dB = [29.10487751 67.30088477 79.82658616 78.8178954 78.59714325];
hold on
plot(I_dc,SNR_theor,’k’)
plot(I_dc,SNR_exper_noise_0dB,’b’)
plot(I_dc_exper,SNR_exper_0dB,’b*’)
plot(I_dc,SNR_exper_noise_10dB,’g’)
plot(I_dc_exper_10dB,SNR_exper_10dB,’g*’)
plot(I_dc,SNR_exper_noise_20dB,’r’)
plot(I_dc_exper_10dB,SNR_exper_20dB,’r*’)
hold off
xlabel(’Mean photocurrent I_d_c [A]’), ylabel(’SNR [dB]’)
title(’Balanced system, 4 couplers, with attenuator’)
legend(’Purely theoretical’, ’Theoretical signal,experimental noise (0dB amp.)’,
’Purely experimental (0dB amp.)’,’Theoretical signal, experimental noise (10dB amp.)’,
’Purely experimental (10dB amp.)’,’Theoretical signal, experimental noise (20dB amp.)’,
’Purely experimental (20dB amp.)’)
snrplot vs K1 amp EXPER 2D.m:
% Balanced detection, 4 splitters, with attenuator
% Plots the SNR as a function of coupler splitting ratio K1 and the amplification.
% Uses fitted EXPERIMENTAL data to estimate the noise, but the theoretical model
% to estimate the signal.
clear
% System parameters
% 4.5dB attenuation
att = 0.353;
% Parameters used to fit to 3rd order polynomial. Found using find_fit.m
a_0dB = 3.9200e-013;
b_0dB = -1.7980e-011;
c_0dB = 4.6348e-010;
d_0dB = 3.6766e-008;
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a_10dB = 2.6629e-012;
b_10dB = -9.1704e-011;
c_10dB = 3.4691e-009;
d_10dB = 4.3593e-008;
a_20dB = 2.0228e-011;
b_20dB = -1.3955e-010;
c_20dB = 9.0289e-009;
d_20dB = 9.7388e-008;
% Source power [W]
P_so =4E-4;
% Detector responsivity [A/W]
rho = 1;
% Reflection coefficients
gamma_s = 0.0001;
gamma_x = 0.01;
R = 0.7;
% This is always optimal
K2 = 0.5;
K3 = 0.5;
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unpolarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
for K1 = 1:99
P_r = 1/2 * P_so * (1-K1/100) * K3 * (1-K3) * R;
P_s = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_s;
P_x = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_x;
% 0.0467E6 is the estimated impedance, converting current to voltage
V2_s(K1) = (0.0467E6)^2 * (2*(1+att))^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_dc = (1+att)*rho*(P_r + P_x);
if I_dc > 55E-6
I_dc
error(’I_dc larger than 55muA. There are no experimental data
for this parameter domain. Turn source power P_so down.’)
end
sigma2_v_exper_0dB(K1) = a_0dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 + b_0dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 +
c_0dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_0dB;
SNR_exper_noise_0dB(K1) = 10*log10(V2_s(K1) / sigma2_v_exper_0dB(K1));
sigma2_v_exper_10dB(K1) = a_10dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 + b_10dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 +
c_10dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_10dB;
SNR_exper_noise_10dB(K1) = 10*log10(10*V2_s(K1) / sigma2_v_exper_10dB(K1));
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sigma2_v_exper_20dB(K1) = a_20dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 +
b_20dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 + c_20dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_20dB;
SNR_exper_noise_20dB(K1) = 10*log10(10^2*V2_s(K1) / sigma2_v_exper_20dB(K1));
end
[SNRmax_0dB K1_opt_0dB] = max(SNR_exper_noise_0dB);
SNRmax_0dB
K1_opt_0dB
[SNRmax_10dB K1_opt_10dB] = max(SNR_exper_noise_10dB);
SNRmax_10dB
K1_opt_10dB
[SNRmax_20dB K1_opt_20dB] = max(SNR_exper_noise_20dB);
SNRmax_20dB
K1_opt_20dB
K1 = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
hold on
plot(K1,SNR_exper_noise_0dB,’b’)
plot(K1,SNR_exper_noise_10dB,’g’)
plot(K1,SNR_exper_noise_20dB,’r’)
hold off
xlabel(’Coupler splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’SNR [dB]’)
title(’Balanced system, 4 splitters, with attenuator’)
legend(’0dB amp.’,’10dB amp.’,’20dB amp.’)
snrplot vs K1 sigma re THEOR 2D.m:
% Balanced detection, 4 splitters, with attenuator
% Plots the SNR as a function of the reflectivity R of the reference mirror
% and the coupler splitting ratio K1 in 2D.
% THEORETICAL MODEL
clear
% System parameters
% 4.5dB attenuation
att = 0.353;
% Detector responsivity [A/W]
rho = 1;
% Source power [W]
P_so = 1*10E-3;
% The SNR vs. R and K plot in 3D showed that R should always be maximized
R = 0.9;
% The optimal splitting ratio K1 is determined by sigma_re
approximated by the NEP [A/sqrt(Hz)]
NEP = [3E-13 3E-12 3E-11];
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% Reflection coefficients
gamma_s = 0.0001;
gamma_x = 0.01;
% 50/50 couplers are always optimal for K2 and K3
K2 = 0.5;
K3 = 0.5;
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
% Electric detection bandwidth [Hz]
b = 10*10^3;
% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unpolarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
for K1 = 1:99
P_r = 1/2 * P_so * (1-K1/100) * K3 * (1-K3) * R;
P_s = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_s;
P_x = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_x;
I_s(K1) = ((1+att)*2)^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_dc = (1+att)*rho*(P_r+P_x);
sigma2_i(K1,:) = 2*1.6E-19*I_dc*b +
2*(1+att)^2*(1+v^2)*rho^2*P_r*P_x*b/delta_nu + NEP.^2*b;
SNR(K1,:) = 10*log10(I_s(K1) ./ sigma2_i(K1,:));
end
K1 = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
[SNRmax K1_opt] = max(max(SNR’));
SNRmax
K1_opt
hold on
plot(K1,SNR(:,1),’b’)
plot(K1,SNR(:,2),’g’)
plot(K1,SNR(:,3),’r’)
hold off
xlabel(’Splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’SNR [dB]’)
title(’Balanced system, 4 couplers, with attenuation’)
legend(’INC = 3*10^-^1^3 A/(Hz)^-^1^2’,’INC = 3*10^-^1^2 A/(Hz)^-^1^2’,
’INC = 3*10^-^1^1 A/(Hz)^-^1^2’)
snrplot vs R and K THEOR 3D.m:
% Balanced detection, 4 splitters, with attenuator
% Plots the SNR as a function of the reflectivity R of the reference mirror
% and the coupler splitting ratio K1 in 3D.
% THEORETICAL MODEL
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clear
% System parameters
% 4.5dB attenuation
att = 0.353;
% Detector responsivity [A/W]
rho = 1;
% Source power [W]
P_so = 1*10E-3;
% The receiver noise is approximated as the noise equivalent power, NEP [A/sqrt(Hz)]
NEP = 3E-12;
% Reflection coefficients
gamma_s = 0.0001;
gamma_x = 0.01;
% 50/50 couplers are always optimal for K2 and K3
K2 = 0.5;
K3 = 0.5;
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
% Electric detection bandwidth
b = 10*10^3;
% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unploarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
for R =1:99
for K1 = 1:99
P_r = 1/2 * P_so * (1-K1/100) * K3 * (1-K3) * R/100;
P_s = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_s;
P_x = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_x;
I_s(R,K1) = ((1+att)*2)^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_dc = (1+att)*rho*(P_r+P_x);
sigma2_i(R,K1) = 2*1.6E-19*I_dc*b +
2*(1+att)^2*(1+v^2)*rho^2*P_r*P_x*b/delta_nu + NEP^2*b;
SNR(R,K1) = 10*log10(I_s(R,K1) / sigma2_i(R,K1));
end
end
R = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
K = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
[SNRmax K1_opt] = max(max(SNR));
[SNRmax R_opt] = max(max(SNR’));
SNRmax
K1_opt
R_opt
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mesh(K,R,SNR)
xlabel(’Splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’Reflectivity R’),zlabel(’SNR [dB]’)
title(’Balanced system, 4 couplers, with attenuation, INC=3pA/(Hz)^-^1^/^2’)
snrplot vs R and K1 EXPER 3D.m:
% Balanced detection, 4 splitters, with attenuator
% Plots the SNR as a function of the reflectivity R of the reference mirror,
% and the coupler splitting ratio K1.
% Uses fitted EXPERIMENTAL data to estimate the noise, but the theoretical model
% to estimate the signal.
clear
% System parameters
% 4.5dB attenuation
att = 0.353;
% Parameters used to fit to 3rd order polynomial. Found using find_fit.m
a_0dB = 3.9200e-013;
b_0dB = -1.7980e-011;
c_0dB = 4.6348e-010;
d_0dB = 3.6766e-008;
a_10dB = 2.6629e-012;
b_10dB = -9.1704e-011;
c_10dB = 3.4691e-009;
d_10dB = 4.3593e-008;
a_20dB = 2.0228e-011;
b_20dB = -1.3955e-010;
c_20dB = 9.0289e-009;
d_20dB = 9.7388e-008;
% Source power [W]. THE NATURE OF THIS PLOT DEPENDS MUCH ON THIS PARAMETER
P_so =3E-4;
% Detector responsivity [A/W]
rho = 1;
% Reflection coefficients
gamma_s = 0.0001;
gamma_x = 0.01;
% This is always optimal
K2 = 0.5;
K3 = 0.5;
% FWHM wavelength bandwidth of the source
delta_lambda = 62 * 10^-9; % 62nm measured for the SuperLum source
% Optical bandwidth of the source
delta_nu=sqrt(pi/(2*log(2)))*3*10^8*delta_lambda/(1545*10^-9)^2;
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% Polarisation coefficient. 0 for unploarized, 1 for polarized
v = 0;
for R =1:99
for K1 = 1:99
P_r = 1/2 * P_so * (1-K1/100) * K3 * (1-K3) * R/100;
P_s = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_s;
P_x = 1/2 * P_so * K1/100 * K2 * (1-K2) * gamma_x;
% 0.029E6 is the estimated impedance, converting current to voltage
V2_s(R,K1) = (0.029E6)^2 * ((1+att)*2)^2 * rho^2 * P_r * P_s;
I_dc = (1+att)*rho*(P_r + P_x);
if I_dc > 55E-6
I_dc
error(’I_dc larger than 55muA. There are no experimental
data for this parameter domain. Turn source power P_so down.’)
end
sigma2_v_exper_0dB(R,K1) = a_0dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 +
b_0dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 + c_0dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_0dB;
SNR_exper_noise_0dB(R,K1) = 10*log10(V2_s(R,K1) / sigma2_v_exper_0dB(R,K1));
sigma2_v_exper_10dB(R,K1) = a_10dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 +
b_10dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 + c_10dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_10dB;
SNR_exper_noise_10dB(R,K1) = 10*log10(10*V2_s(R,K1) / sigma2_v_exper_10dB(R,K1));
sigma2_v_exper_20dB(R,K1) = a_20dB*(I_dc*1E6)^3 +
b_20dB*(I_dc*1E6)^2 + c_20dB*(I_dc*1E6) + d_20dB;
SNR_exper_noise_20dB(R,K1) = 10*log10(10^2*V2_s(R,K1) / sigma2_v_exper_20dB(R,K1));
end
end
[SNRmax_0dB K1_opt_0dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_0dB));
[SNRmax_0dB R_opt_0dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_0dB’));
SNRmax_0dB
K1_opt_0dB
R_opt_0dB
[SNRmax_10dB K1_opt_10dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_10dB));
[SNRmax_10dB R_opt_10dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_10dB’));
SNRmax_10dB
K1_opt_10dB
R_opt_10dB
[SNRmax_20dB K1_opt_20dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_20dB));
[SNRmax_20dB R_opt_20dB] = max(max(SNR_exper_noise_20dB’));
SNRmax_20dB
K1_opt_20dB
R_opt_20dB
R = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
K1 = linspace(0.01,0.99,99);
mesh(K1,R,SNR_exper_noise_0dB)
xlabel(’Coupler splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’Reflectivity R’)
zlabel(’SNR [dB]’),title(’Balanced system, 4 splitters, with attenuator. 0dB amp.’)
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figure
mesh(K1,R,SNR_exper_noise_10dB)
xlabel(’Coupler splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’Reflectivity R’)
zlabel(’SNR [dB]’),title(’Balanced system, 4 splitters, with attenuator. 10dB amp.’)
figure
mesh(K1,R,SNR_exper_noise_20dB)
xlabel(’Coupler splitting ratio K1’), ylabel(’Reflectivity R’)
zlabel(’SNR [dB]’),title(’Balanced system, 4 splitters, with attenuator. 20dB amp.’)
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